ELTIM high-end Preamplifier
INTRODUCTION
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Main module
We have seen all kinds of preamplifier setups in the past 40
years. Every designer has it’s own ideas how it should be done.
Too often we were wondering why it’s made that complicated
and illogical, resulting in a worse sound than the electronics
actually could provide. Another fact is that the marketing
departments want to bring it below a certain price level, causing
the use of cheaper, less quality components as expected.
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With the Preamplifier Main modules we present here, we believe that our approach is the most
logical setup with minimum distortion and interference. At the same time you can build it the way
you want it and select RCA / Balanced / USB / etc. in/outputs at random.
Add/change in/outputs and volume control at any time, without difficult modifications.
We build our modules without compromises and with highest quality components available today.
Our modules exactly fit in nice, basic and cost effective MODU cabinets.
Since we use the highest quality components and way more PCB area for connecting the modules,
the price is not at “Alibaba” surplus price level! On the other hand it’s easy and fast to build, mistakes
are about impossible and last but not least, as with our Power Amplifier Modules, it can compete
with highest price level Preamplifiers. We build your modules ourselves, by old school hand.
Enjoy it for at least 20 years……….
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MAIN MODULE
The main module of our approach is the base of our preamplifier setup. It covers the complete back panel of
an (pre)amplifier. In fact it has a very basic PCB design, with an INPUT-, OUTPUT- and Power supply bus
structure. Between the both signal buses you can connect a volume potentiometer or better, use one of our
VCA-modules providing a way better volume control. Doing so, you can control volume by a potmeter (DCcontrolled), a DC-signal (f.e. relay network or digital potentiometer) or via SPI bus, up to 4096 steps of
0,125dB. We will provide three different Main module setups:
 Preamplifier setup with 6 input modules and 2 output modules connectors
 Integrated setup with 6 input modules and 2 output modules connectors.
This one also fits CS-40ps/VS Power Amps module combination in f.e a MODU Slimline cabinet.
 Integrated setup with 4 input modules and 1 output module connectors.
This one also fits CS-80/VS Power Amps module combination in f.e a MODU Dissipante cabinet.
INPUT MODULES
Instead of a blunt connection of the input lines to the input selector switch as about every commercial (even
expensive) product show, we buffer all inputs first by use of separate buffer circuit modules. This buffering
results in ultra-low (read: non interfering) impedances of these lines and the connected input bus.
Any input can be activated by connecting it’s control line to ground, f.e. by a selector switch or a uP system.
A small relay (SIEMENS V23042/B201 with gold plated palladium silver contacts) on the input module connects
it to the Input bus in shortest way. Not selected input signals are grounded via a resistor by the same relay and
will never be heard until you select it.
We provide LINE, BALANCED, MM/MC and USB input modules. Others on request.
A low cost, plain RCA input connector board without electronics (except for the relay) is also provided.
VOLUME CONTROL
In the most basic configuration you connect a stereo logarithmic potentiometer to the Main board for setting
the volume. The wires to this potentiometer lead the audio signals. Gain/attenuation is about -60 / 0dB.
You could also (even later) decide to use one of our VCA modules. Then you can control volume differently:
 By a single (or dual + balance) linear potentiometer, leading DC voltage only
 By some electronics, providing a voltages between 0 -4,8Vdc
 By some electronics, providing an SPI digital signal, providing up to 4096 steps of 0,125dB……...
While using our VCA modules, volume can be controlled way better, in a range of -90 / +30dB.
Our VCA modules also give a DC output signal in 1mV /dB. So, the output ranges -90 / +30mV. 0dB = 0mV.
Just connect a cheap 200mV digital reading module, which will present the correct attenuation/gain.
OUTPUT MODULES
Instead of a blunt connection of the output bus to the output connector about every commercial (even
expensive ones) product show, we buffer all Outputs first by use of separate buffer circuit modules.
By doing so, we exactly and always know what’s connected to the internal “organs” of our preamp.
Connected equipment/cable has NO influence on the internal circuitry of our preamplifier.
This buffering results in ultra-low (read: non interfering) impedances of the connected interlink cables.
The character of this cable is of way less influence compared to non-buffered outputs.
An output can be activated by connecting it’s control line to ground, f.e. by a selector switch or a uP system.
A small relay (SIEMENS V23042/B201 with gold plated palladium silver contacts) on the output module
connects it to the Output bus in shortest way.
Unused outputs are grounded by the same relays, so totally silent in that case. The output buffer itself stays
connected to the Interlink cable. We provide LINE and BALANCED output modules. Others on request.
A low cost, plain RCA output connector board without electronics (except for the relay) is also provided.
On every main board we provide one output module connector where you can decide whether it is connected
to the input OR output bus. By connecting it to the Input bus, the volume control is passed. You could use this
output for recording purposes, mixing or feed a separate amplifier f.e. in another room.
Connected to the output bus (volume controlled), it works as a true output, volume controlled.
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CONNECTOR TYPES
For all in- and output modules you can decide for a LINE (RCA) or BALANCED (XLR) connection at random.
We are also working on USB and other signalling. Delay for developing f.e. Bluetooth, WiFi, etc. is only caused
by the fact that the available chips are that small that only expensive equipment can solder them.
Unfortunately we don’t sell enough (yet) to make this expensive sacrifice.
SOME THOUGHTS
With our approach you can decide yourself what to use. You could start with the most basic setup:
Passive in- and output modules (all RCA) and a volume potentiometer. This is a so called passive Preamplifier.
Then you could exchange the potmeter by one of our VCA modules with higher quality, controlling it with a
DC level or SPI data. At any time you can add or exchange modules by active ones at random.
Exchanging RCA’s by XLR’s is possible, you only need to widen the mounting hole from Ø12 to Ø22mm.

ELTIM Preamplifier layout in MODU Slimline 2U/230 (280) cabinet
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ELTIM Integrated amplifier in MODU Slimline 3U/350 cabinet

ELTIM Integrated amplifier in MODU Dissipante 3U/300 (400) cabinet
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